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I. INTRODUCTION 

These are contradictory opinions of (he role of the Michclson — Morlcy 
experiments I i i in the discovery and formation of relativity theory*. However, 
the overwhelming majority considers it as the "crucial" experiment which has 
led to (he science revolution and important consequences. 

In my opinion, there exists a definite underestimate of influence of the 
Michelson — Morlcy experiment on establishing the fundamental principle of 
constancy of the light velocity and its practical consequence — the relativity of 
simultaneity. Of course, Ihc Fitzgerald — Lorcntz hypotheses should be 
considered as the indisputable result of this experiment. Up to now the 
phenomenon of contradiction of longitudinal sizes of moving bodies is 
considered as one of the main results of relativity theory. As it seems to us far 
from being all conclusions were derived from this negative result. Strange as it 
may seem, retrospective judgements of the meaning of the Michelson — Morley 
experiment suffer from the same shortcomings. Maybe, the meeting 
underestimate of the role of this experiment is related just to this. These and 
other questions arc the subject of our following consideration. 

2. POSITING OF THE MICHELSON'S EXPERIMENT 

The idea of the most known experiment on discovery of the effect of motion 
of the Earth through luminiferous ether is based on the comparison of the 
propagation times of light rays in two mutually perpendicular directions [4 ]. 

Calculating the time of light propagation f,, along the longitudinal arm of an 
interferometer (ab), one considers that the light velocity in the direction of the 
Earth's motion (to meet the "ether wind") is equal to c-v. In the opposite 
direction (when the "ether wind" "drives on" a light signal) it is с + v. Here v is 
the velocity of the Earth's motion relative to ether. Whence we have for the 
coi responding times 

во с —~ v 

'ba-TT-y ( 2 ) 

The total time is 

* In this connection see. e.g., 12,3 J. 
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' „ = - ^ 2 = 2 ^ ( 1 - / J 2 ) " ' . (3) 
с — v l 

When the light propagates along another (perpendicular) arm, Ihc influence of 
the "ether wind" is smaller. It leads to decreasing the light velocity down to the 
quantity of (c - v ) . As a result, we have for the corresponding lime 

I, = 2 - ( l - 5 2 ) _ 1 / 2 = 2 - y . (4) 
X с r С 

Thus, the expected retarded effect should be 

Д / « -f. (5) 
с 

These calculations correspond obviously to the reference system related to (he 
Earth (E-systcm). Below (in sec.3) wc consider similar calculations from the 
viewpoint of ether or S-systcm (if, as one supposes, the velocity of motion of the 
Sun system relative to ether can be neglected). 

3. THE THEOREM OF INTERCONNECTION 

The theorem. / / the length of a moving rod is given by an instant length, the 
propagation velocity along the rod (in its rest system) is an inconstant Quantity. 
(Here this means that the rigid rod (ab) moves along its maximum size. An 
instant or simultaneous length is the distance between the rod ends taken at the 
same moment of time). 

We calculate the time of light passage from the left end of the rod (a) lo the 
righl (b) and back*. Let the time "forward", when the light runs down the right 
end, be equal lo t ,, and "back" be equal to /. . It is evident that while the light 
moves to b, the right end, which was at the distance L** at the moment / = 0 of 
light sending, covers the distance viab. Thus, the light should pass the distance 
L + vt . with velocity с This distance can be also denoted as ct , 

C,ab = L + V,ab- ( 6 ) 

Consequently for time t . we get formula (I). The light passes only L — vi. on 
its "back" way since the left end moves lo meet the light signal. 

Then wc have 
c1ba = L - vtw (7) 

•'I hose calculations correspond obviously lo the S-syslcm. 
** Just here il is supposed that L is a simultaneous or an instant length. 
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whence for /^ we get formula (2). But above we came io these formulae taking 

into account that the light velocity is smaller than с in the first case as the result 
of motion of the longitudinal arm (of the same rod) through the ether, and in the 
second case it is greater than r, i.e. inconstant. Thus, the direct theorem can be 
taken for granted. 

It is easy to show that the inverse theorem is correct. Indeed, proceeding 
from expressions ( I ) and (2) obtained on the basis of the Galilean rule for 
velocity addition (leading io inconstancy of the light velocity) and multiplying 
both sides by с - v and с + v, respectively, we come to formulae (6) and (7). And 
since the last formulae are based on the presentation of instant length the 
inverse theorem can be taken for granted as well. 

This (direct) theorem testifies that the opinion of the absence of connection 
between the introduction of instant length and the existence of infinite 
propagation velocity is not quite correct. Indeed for great values of v and, in 
particular, as a result of a series of successive additions of velocities, one can get 
the total guantily exceeding any value given in advance. 

The lemma. The instant length is a physical consequence of the existence of 
interactions transmitted with infinite velocity. We consider a rigid 
(nondeformed) rest rod (ah) for proving this lemma. Let a very short impulse of 
force be applied lo its left end (a) in the same direction (i.e. along the rod) at a 
moment / = 0 when sending a light signal. As is known, nondeformation 
supposes that perturbation propagated from one end of the rod to the other one 
practically instantly. And this means that at the same moment t = 0 the whole 
rod begins to move (for example, with velocity v). It is evident, that the light 
catches up the right end in time t determined from the equality 

ct = L+ vt. (8) 

It is clear that the instant length L expresses already something more* than the 
distance between simultaneous positions of Ihe end when deriving formula (6). 
Indeed, the last equation is directly obtained on the basis of the condition of 
existence of interactions propagating with infinite velocity. However, when 
obtaining formulae (1) and (2) above, we leaned upon the condition of 
inconstancy of the light velocity which allowes any great, i.e. in principle, and 
infinite valuer of velocity. 

On the other hand, one assumes that perturbation is transmitted with 
velocity c, on this example the right end of the rod is set in motion only in time 
I. Thus, the perturbation and a light signal reach the right end simultaneously. 
Therefore, instead of (a) we have now 

ct = /. (9) 

* It hai», so to ьау, the nuance of "dynamicness". 
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Here / presents "a light length" given already by distances between 
nonsimultaneous positions of the rod ends. 

And another remark of the general character. The calculations of (he effect 
developed in two different systems have given the same result. Thus, one can 
say in some sense about fulfilling the relativity principle also in the theory of 
rest ether. 

4. CONSEQUENCES OF THE MICHELSON - MORLEY 
EXPERIMENT 

The absence of a shift of interference fringes in the improved Michclson -
Morley experiment indicating the equality of »n and t has led Fitzgerald |5 1 
and Lorentz |61 to the hypothesis that all moving bodies should undergo 
contraction in the direction of motion. 

Since the calculations in sec.2 were based on the existence of (rest) light 
ether, the negative result of the experiment would seem to have to come to a 
refusal from the distinguished or absolute reference system connected with 
ether. In its turn, this should mean the constancy (invariancc) of light velocity. 
Otherwise the reference system relative to which this velocity is equal to с would 
become distinguished again. 

On the other hand, we would like to stress once again that the inconstancy 
of light velocity is in fact the consequence of the Galilean addition rule of 
velocities. Just on its base one has calculated, for example, the time of light 
propagation along the longitudinal arm of the interferometer in formulae (I) 
and (2). But this rule is in its turn, the consequence of Galilean transformations. 

At the same time the introduction of Fitzgerald — Lorentz contraction 
means the refusal from the Galilean transformations* since according to them 
(simultaneous) length does not transform when passing from the rest reference 
system to the moving one. In other words, the longitudinal sizes of moving bo
dies must not change. But the refusal from the Galilean transformations* should 
mean, of course, the refusal from the Galilean addition rule and, consequently 
from the Galilean addition rule and, consequently from the formulae for lf ( and 
i in sec.2. Just the condition of equality of these quantities served as the basis 
for the introduction of Fitzgerald — Lorentz contraction. Therefore, one cannot 
agree with the Einstein's remark as supposedly shown by Lorentz that the result 

* Or maybe more exact (heir replacement by the others which transit to the Galilean ones when 
terms of the order of ft1 can be nej lected. 
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of the Michelson — Morley experiment does not contradict the theory of rest 
ether at least. 

Taking into account these remarks, it seems more reasonable to accent the 
widespread point of view of the result of the experiment (sec, e.g., 18 1). And just 
the "ether wind" does not exist and the light velocity motion is not subjected to 
the motion of the Earth, i.e. it is an invariant quantity*. Therefore we should 
revise the previous derivation and take the value of с for light velocity in 
formulae (l)-(4). Then it is evident that the times t and t are equal and the 

displacement of fringes should not occur. 
As we have shown above, formulae (1) and (2) are interrelated to formulae 

(5) and (6), and therefore the question arises: how should the treatment of 
experiment change now from the point of view of the S-system? If the previous 
value for t± remains valid, expressions (6) and (7) should be replaced by 
formulae of the type (9) depending on light distances (see, e.g.,) taking into 
account the limit or the constancy of light velocity. For this we have 

'„=',./<•• (10) 

Here the index "r" shows that the length introduced in such a way corres
ponds to the radar method of distance measurement. From the viewpoint of the 
S-system it should be equal to expressions (10) and (4) to explain the negative 
result of the Michclson—Morley experiment now. Taking into account that the 
length of a transversal arm in formula (4) is in essence the length at rest, we find 

/, = /> . (11) 

Whence it follows that the length of a longitudinal arm in motion must 
increase. 

It should be added, on the basis of the analysis of Michelson - Morley 
experiment, Ives (12] tried at first to account quantitatively admissible 
possibility of difference of light propagate velocities in direct and opposite 
directions. 

5. RELATIVITY OF SIMULTANEITY 

At first sight it seems that the relativity of simultaneity is not directly 
related to the result of the Michelson — Morley experiment. However, 
according to the accepted opinion, as we have already remarked, the statement 

'Apparently, Ihe first statement of the absence of this influence belongs to Arago 19) although, 
as remarked (101, the accuracy of the Arago's experiment was insufficient to discover such a little 
effect. 
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of invariability of light velocity is its main result*. As is known, laleron Einsfein 
concluded just on the basis of the principle of light velocity constancy 113 ) that 
one should not attach absolute (or invariant) importance to the concept of 
simultaneity. But as soon the understanding of this fact came, it would seem one 
should also refuse from instant (simultaneous) length at once. However, the 
generally accepted statement of relativity theory up to the present is essentially 
based on the concept of instant distance. We remind that according to Einstein, 
the distance between simultaneous positions of its ends is called the length of a 
moving rod** . It is evident that this definition includes any small velocities of 
rod motion, i.e. it relates to the rod at rest in the limit. 

But as at one time Gamba noted |14 1, results of calcultions in which the 
quantities depend on instant distances should concern different sets of physical 
events in different reference systems***. Whereas the Lorentz transformations 
which, according to Michelson's figurative expression, "... contain the gist of the 
whole relativity theory" | I 6 | deal with the same set of events. Therefore to 
satisfy the last condition, we must refuse from instant distances. On the other 
hand, this demand will be fulfilled if instead of instant distances we lean upon 
light or retarded distances "prepared by nature". 

Thus, if really not the principle of light velocity constancy following from 
the Michelson — Morlcy experiment, then, in any case, the realization of the 
relativity of simultaneity based on this principle makes us refuse from instant 
distances. 

6. RELATIVITY THEORY 
(in the final form) 

Later on we intend as much as possible to depart from the previous name 
"radar formulation". This term**** has already fulfil led its purpose in "the 
transitional peroid" although its use made an impression that the choice of one 
or two possible formulations is simply a matter of taste. Wc leave aside the prob
lem of generalization of notions of simultaneity and distance (see, e.g., 117 |) 
and, in particular, the question of transition to the front form (see, e.g., [IS ]). 

We remind that the radar formulation of relativity theory (see, e.g., 
119,201) deals with light or retarded distances directly observed in an 

* As the light velocity is maximum among the known velocities of physical signals, it should mean 
the existence of limit transmission velocity for any interaction. 

** Though, strictly speaking Michelson has already used (his definition indirectly when 
calculating the expected effect in his experiment |4| . 

*** Just similar calculations of the charge electromagnetic field momentum and energy of a 
charge lead us to the difficulty known as the problem 4/3 (see, e.g., ( I5 | ) . 

**** It is implied that it also includes the earlier name "asynchronous formulation". 
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experiment and the rclativistic or radar length measured by the radar method. 
In other words, this formulation operates with distances between points given at 
different time moments, i.e. "nonsimultancous distances". 

As we show above, the detailed analysis of the previous treatment of the 
Michelson — Morley experiment simply testifies in favour of this formulation. It 
should be marked here that the aberration effect of star light discovered by 
Bradley has considerably preceded this experiment. The aberration angle is 
defined just by light or retarded distances from a source (a star) to the 
observation point. Therefore one can say that the elements of radar formulation 
arose much earlier than the generally accepted (Einstein's) approach. In the 
light of the foregoing the traditional approach should be (according to Dirac 
|22 |) named rather as the instant form of relativity theory. 

Certainly, from the mathematical point of view, all the formulae depending 
on retarded distances can be expressed through instant distances as, say, it 
lakes place in electrodynamics (see, e.g., |23 |). However, this transition for the 
phenomenon of aberrations must mean the disappearance of the effect itself. 
The subsequent account of the 4-covariance condition leads to other serious 
difficulties. One of the typical examples may be inequality of the 
electromagnetic field momentum of charge at rest to zero (<7* ^ 0)* when 
solving the mentioned "problem 4/3" in the frames of the traditional approach 
(see, e.g., again |15 | and also |24|) . In this case to obviate the indicated 
difficulty, we must supplement the condition of mathematical covariance with 

the physical demand: C* = 0*. But this way when an "own" physical demand is 
introduced in each specific case a natural feeling of dissatisfaction excites. Al l 
similar demands will be automatically fulfilled if one leans to a full extent on the 
principle of relativity when generalized (spreading) such a fundamental notion 
as the length in fast motion. In its turn, this notion is expressed by simplier 
ones. So, according to the principle of relativity, all indicated notions must not 
depend on reference system, i.e. they must be invariant. As was already 
mentioned the concept of simultaneity does not undoubtedly satisfy this 
demand. But the generally accepted (Einstein's) definition of the moving rod 
length 113 | is based just on this one. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Although, as Einstein noted | 7 | , Lorentz theory explained all 
electromagnetic and optical processes known at that time, it possesses one 

*And on the contrary, equality of the field momentum to zero in a reference system does not 
coincide with the rest system of charge. 
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significant defect: it was based on the hypothesis of rest ether. For this ether was 
as if the incarnation of the absolute rest space. To explain the negative result of 
the Michelson — Morlcy experiment in the frames of ether theory, Fitzgerald 
and Lorentz had to introduced the contraction hypothesis. For this they 
essentially leaned on the notion of instant length (distances). The relativity 
theory is based on the equivalence of all inerlial reference systems thus 
removing preference of the system connected with rest luminiferous ether. What 
is more this theory modified time notions establishing, in particular, relativity 
of simultaneity. However, for this instant distances remained the base of space 
relations as before. The construction of the completely relaiivisiic theory of 
relativity can be considered to be finished only after the refusal from instant 
distances, the last attribute of Newton's physics. In our opinion, a definite merit 
in it belongs to the Michclson — Morley experiment. 
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Стрельцов В.И. Е2-92-160 
О значении опыта Майкельсона — Морли 

Высказывается суждение о важной роли опыта Майкельсона — Морли 
в установлении принципа постоянства скорости света. Отмечается, что 
введенное для объяснения сгоотрицлтельного результата сокращение Фиц-
джеральда — Лоренца противоречит преобразованиям Галилея (а следова
тельно, теории эфира). Доказывается теорема, что если длина 
движущегося стержня задается мгновенной длиной, то скорость распрост
ранения света вдоль стержня является непостоянной величиной. Подчер
кивается, что использование локационной длины при трактовке опыта 
Майкельсона — Морли ведет к формуле удлинения для продольного плеча 
интерферометра. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ. 

Сообиимше Объслишчшош института ядерных неелслоианмм. Дубна IУУ2 

Strel'tsov V.N. E2-92-I60 
On the Importance of the Michelson — Morley Experiment 

The opinion of an important role of the Michelson — Morley experiment in 
the establishment of the principle of the light velocity constancy is exprcsscd.lt 
is noticed that Fitzherald — Lorentz contraction introduced to explain its 
negative result contradicts the Galilean transformation (and consequently, 
ether's theory). The theorem is proved that if the length of a moving rod is given 
by instantaneous length, the propagation velocity of light along the rod is an 
inconstant quantity. It is stressed that the use of radar length for the treatment 
of the Michclson — Morley experiment leads to the elongation formula for the 
longitudinal arm of an interferometer. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 
JINR. 
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